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Need another word that means the same as “destination”? Find 9 synonyms and 30 related
words for “destination” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Destination” are: address, name and address, terminus, finish,
goal, journey's end, end of the line, landing place, point of disembarkation

Destination as a Noun

Definitions of "Destination" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “destination” as a noun can have the
following definitions:

The place designated as the end (as of a race or journey.
The place to which someone or something is going or being sent.
Written directions for finding some location; written on letters or packages that are to
be delivered to that location.
The ultimate goal for which something is done.
Denoting a place that people will make a special trip to visit.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Destination" as a noun (9 Words)

address The code that identifies where a piece of information is stored.
An address to the European Parliament.

end of the line The person who plays at one end of the line of scrimmage.

finish The act of finishing.
He surged into a winning lead 200 metres from the finish.

goal
An instance of sending the ball into or over the goal especially
as a unit of scoring in a game.
The aircraft bumped towards our goal some 400 miles to the
west.

journey's end The person who plays at one end of the line of scrimmage.
landing place An intermediate platform in a staircase.
name and address Family based on male descent.
point of disembarkation A V-shaped mark at one end of an arrow pointer.

terminus
The end of a railway or other transport route, or a station at
such a point; a terminal.
The exhibition s terminus is 1962.
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Usage Examples of "Destination" as a noun

Delft is an ideal destination for a relaxing weekend.
He was nearly exhausted as their destination came into view.
A destination restaurant.
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Associations of "Destination" (30 Words)

address Put an address on an envelope.
Our officers called at the address.

closing The act of closing something.
The closing scene of the film.

completion The action or process of completing or finishing something.
Work on the new golf course is nearing completion.

conclude Say in conclusion.
The talk concluded with slides.

conclusion The act of making up your mind about something.
Each research group came to a similar conclusion.

decease Die.
He deceased at his palace of Croydon.

https://grammartop.com/closing-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/conclude-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/decease-synonyms
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demise Convey or grant (an estate) by will or lease.
The demise of industry.

distal
Relating to or denoting the outer part of an area affected by geological
activity.
The distal end of the tibia.

dying Occurring at or connected with the time that someone dies.
A dying of old hopes.

ending The end of a word a suffix or inflectional ending or final morpheme.
A nerve ending.

epilogue
A short speech (often in verse) addressed directly to the audience by an actor
at the end of a play.
The epilogue told what eventually happened to the main characters.

eventually In the end, especially after a long delay, dispute, or series of problems.
Eventually after midnight I arrived at the hotel.

expiration The exhalation of breath from the lungs.
The expiration of three years.

expiry The event of dying or departure from life.
The expiry of the six month period.

extremity The outermost or farthest region or point.
The extremity of despair.

final A series of games constituting the final stage of a competition.
The final chapter.

finale
The last part of a piece of music, an entertainment, or a public event,
especially when particularly dramatic or exciting.
A fireworks finale.

finally The item at the end.
He finally arrived to join us.

fingertip The end (tip) of a finger.
Police made a fingertip search of the area.

finis The temporal end; the concluding time.
The market was up at the finish.

finish Cause to finish a relationship with somebody.
Lightweight nylon with a shiny finish.

finishing The act of finishing.
The speaker s finishing was greeted with applause.

https://grammartop.com/demise-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/dying-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/final-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/finally-synonyms
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goal
An instance of sending the ball into or over the goal especially as a unit of
scoring in a game.
We won by three goals to two.

hemline The line formed by the lower edge of a skirt or coat.
Modest dress means that hemlines must be below the knee.

last The end or last moment especially death.
The last game of the season.

objective The objective case.
Historians try to be objective and impartial.

outcome The way a thing turns out; a consequence.
It is the outcome of the vote that counts.

peroration (rhetoric) the concluding section of an oration.
He again invoked the theme in an emotional peroration.

termination An induced abortion.
The termination of the agreement.

terminus
The end of a railway or other transport route, or a station at such a point; a
terminal.
The exhibition s terminus is 1962.
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